
My Fellow Australian,

Congratulations on being coerced into signing an Atomic Workplace Agreement. Please read this 
document carefully as you and your descendants embark on your exciting career in radioactive waste 
management.

I’ve been humbled by the spectacle of  uranium mining revenues whooshing into the pockets of  
overseas investors while vast holes are gouged into our great nation. But not many people know that 
our uranium trade currently amounts to less than 1% of  Australia’s mineral exports, or slightly more 
than half  the value of  our cheese exports. 

That’s where you and your children’s children come in.

I want to tell you about George Bush’s Global Nuclear Energy Partnership 
(GNEP). It comes in three satisfyingly lucrative parts. 

First, George and I have a vision of  dozens of  
uranium mines all over the country, each one of  them generating massive piles of  
radioactive tailings that need to be isolated from the environment for eternity. 

Then, we’re going to enrich the stuff  and turn it into nuclear fuel, increasing 
profi ts for giant multinationals several-fold while producing masses of  depleted uranium waste. Get it? 
Enrich!

Thirdly, after it’s been heavily irradiated in unsafe power stations in China and Indonesia, we’ll bring 
the waste back and dump it on a politically vulnerable Aboriginal community somewhere a long way from 
Canberra!

I know you will join me in this celebration of  a short-term windfall for the already obscenely wealthy in 
exchange for countless millennia of  contamination and disease!  

The terms of  this AWA require you to look after the intensely poisonous byproducts of  this industry 
for several hundred thousand years. On the reverse you will fi nd some terms and conditions and some 
extremely fi ne print which you should not attempt to read.

Thanks once again for voting for the Howard Government.  We need your vote just one more time so 
we can lock this in and I can retire. 

Very much appreciated,

John W. Howard

The John W Howard 

Atomic Workplace Agreement

This actually wasn’t written by John Howard. It is a community 
service announcement by the Fremantle Anti-Nuclear Group 
(FANG). Contact Nicola for more information: 0422 99 00 40 or 
freofang@yahoo.com.au  



The John W Howard 

Atomic Workplace Agreement

Job Description
Long-term guardianship over high volumes of liquid and solid radioactive waste. 

Minimum conditions: Guaranteed by Law
Job security guaranteed for your entire family and descendants, for at least the next 
quarter of a million years. Just imagine the long-service leave payout. 

Refreshing ‘fi zzy water’ on meal breaks!
Priority for fresh water supplies must be allocated to uranium mining companies, who 
occasionally play a practical joke on their workforce by hooking up radioactive process 
water to the drinking fountains. This is known in the industry as ‘fairly harmless.’ 

Perfectly safe exposure to very low levels of harmless radiation
Occasional exposures to radon gas, dust-borne alpha-emitters and low levels of 
harmless gamma radiation are guaranteed, and harmless. And also perfectly safe. 
Hair loss is normal, as are odd lumps, skin discolouration and minor organ failure. 
Scaremongers call it ‘mutation’ - we prefer to think of it as evolution.

Generous relocation bonus!
We will relocate your entire family to the desert nuclear suppository of your choice. 
Escape rising house prices! Enjoy expansive views of heavily militarised storage 
compounds and bask in the timeless glow of thousands of tonnes of irradiated fuel.

Monitor your perfectly safe radiation exposure!
For only three easy monthly payments of $19.95, you will receive your very own Geiger 
counter. If any of your children are born with a second head, your purchase price (minus 
postage) will be refunded in full. Sign and return this AWA today, and you will get a 
second Geiger counter absolutely free!

Your legal obligations
Look after this poisonous shit forever and ever. Long after John Howard’s government is just a faint unpleasant memory this toxic crap will still be ticking away needing care and attention. That means you. Glad to have you on board.

Name

Address

Next of Kin

Blood type

Favourite isotope

Call yourself an elitist latte-sipping inner city hairy-armpit communist-sympathising 
politically correct chardonnay swilling socialist intellectual basket-weaver? Cos the 
Government thinks you are!  But if you think a fair day’s work for a fair day’s pay in a safe 
workplace isn’t too much to ask, and maybe aren’’t that keen on trashing the country 
with nuclear waste... then you might like to consider your vote. 

Check out www.votenuclearfree.net

For a full picture of the nuclear related policies of all parties.


